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Engaging, Educational, Empowering
Key Note Presentation Speaker



"Natalie is passionate about what she does – helping
purpose-driven businesses achieve great things – but more
importantly, she's superb at doing it. 

Natalie is the type of person who unites everyone, gets
people on the same page and helps you achieve more than
you thought possible. "

Connects the dots ...
with warmth, humour and empathy



Natalie has more than 25 years of experience in the not-for-profit,
learning, and people development industry. She has a deep
understanding of leadership and the potential of people and purpose.
Her approach is genuinely generous, as she emphasises the human
aspect of work, providing leaders and teams with practical ideas for
real change. Her focus is on expanding their practice and adapting to
the changes they desire.

Natalie is an engaging keynote speaker and workshop facilitator who
creates an immersive experience of collaborative learning for her
audience. With her dynamic energy and heartfelt approach, she
empowers people to make positive changes.

Natalie is the founder of a practice that focuses on learning, coaching,
and leadership. She collaborates with a team of people and culture
experts to guide and support leaders, teams, and organisations
throughout Australia.

  

SPEAKING TOPICS

Power of Influence and Collaboration

Art of Coaching for Leaders

Be Powerful and Purposeful

Add a practical skilling workshop to increase the impact Natalie
can have at your conference. filled with how-to plays and tools to
implement within your teams.

Effective leaders utilise coaching as a valuable skill to enhance their
impact on their team. By asking insightful questions, they can inspire
changes in both mindset and behavior. In her presentation, Natalie
offers guidance to leaders on identifying opportunities for coaching
and understanding when it's time to switch gears. She also highlights
the importance of avoiding the tendency to give advice and how to
reset if it happens. This talk equips leaders with the tools to skillfully
enhance their coaching practice within their team.

In this high-impact keynote, Natalie will provide compelling insights
to connect participants with their sense of personal power to reflect
on when they are in their power, when they are out of their power, or
perhaps giving their power away too readily.

Participants will reflect on their inner leadership practices to have a
greater presence, influence, purpose and impact on themselves and
others. 

As a leader, it's not unusual to experience isolation, loneliness, or
become stuck in tired habits. But Natalie guides you to break free
from these limitations by embracing the power of collaboration,
expanding your sphere of influence, trustworthiness and support
networks to achieve greater results and empowerment.
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